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MERSIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL MANIFOLDS

BY

DAVID GAULDO)

Abstract. We here generalise the immersion and submersion theorems of Smale,

Hirsch, Haefliger and Poenaru, Phillips, Lees, and Lashof, giving a relative version in

the case of mersions of topological manifolds. A mersion is a map of manifolds

Mm -*■ Q" which in the appropriate local coordinate systems has the form Rm -*■ R"

of the standard inclusion or projection of one euclidean space in another. Such a

mersion induces a map of tangent bundles satisfying certain properties. In this paper

the problem of classifying mersions is reduced to that of classifying such bundle

maps.

1. Introduction, definitions and notation, m, n and q will always denote positive

integers with « = max {m, q). The following theorem is proven.

Theorem 1. Let Mm, M'n and Q" be manifolds with M a locally flat submanifold

o/Int M'. Let N be a closed subset of M. Suppose either m<q or that every com-

ponent of M—N whose closure in M' is compact may be connected to M' — M by a

path lying in M' — N. Let 6: C/-> Q be a mersion of a neighbourhood of N in M'.

Then the map

d:Jie{M,Q)^@e{M,Q)

induced by the differential is a homotopy equivalence.

An immediate corollary is the following classification theorem, cf. Smale [10],

Hirsch [4], Haefliger and Poenaru [3], Phillips [8], Lees [6] and Lashof [5].

Theorem 2. Let M, M ', N, Q and 9 be as in Theorem 1. Then the correspondence

which assigns to a mersion f: V —> Q {where V is a neighbourhood of M in M' and

f agrees with 6 on a neighbourhood of N in M') its differential df: TV—> TQ induces

a bijection between regular homotopy classes relative to 9 of germs of mersions of

M in Q and homotopy classes relative to 9 of representations from TM to TQ.

Definition. Let Y be a topological space and Mm and Q" be topological mani-

folds. Then a map/: XxM^XxQis said to have the uniform mersion property
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with respect to X if and only if for every (x, y) e Xx M, 3 a neighbourhood U of

x in X and local charts

h: UxRm-^UxM,       g: UxR"-> Ux Q,

such that A and g commute with projection on U, such that for every x' g U,

(x1, y) g A(x' x Rm), and such that the composition

g~xfh: UxRm-+ UxR«

is just the map 1 xp, where p: Rm -> i?" is projection on the first <7 coordinates

if w^#and is the natural inclusion if m^q, i.e. p(xu .. .,xm) = (x1;.. .,xm, 0,.. .,0).

In the case m^q, "mersion" means "submersion" and when m^q, "mersion"

means "immersion". If X is the singleton space,/will be called a mersion (or

submersion or immersion).

We now define the two (complete) semisimplicial complexes Jt9(M, Q) and

¡Me(M, Q) above. A semisimplicial complex is as in May [7], but without degenera-

cies, cf. Rourke and Sanderson [9]. Let Mm, M'n and Q" he topological manifolds,

with M a locally flat submanifold of Int M' and let N be a closed subset of M.

Suppose given a mersion 9: U —> Q of a neighbourhood of N in M'.

Definition of JtB(M, Q). A typical ^-simplex F of Ji9(M, Q) is a germ of

mersions/as follows:

/: Afcx V^AkxQ,

where F is a neighbourhood of M in M', must have the uniform mersion property

with respect to the standard fc-simplex Ak, and must agree with 1A x 0on Ak x (some

neighbourhood of N in A/'). Another such map

/': Afc x V -s- Ak x Q

determines the same ^-simplex F if and only if 3 a neighbourhood W of M in M'

such thatZ| A* x ^=/'|Akx W.

Definition of âie(M, Q). This complex consists of germs of representations

from TM to TQ. Precisely, a Ä>simplex of 0tB(M, Q) is represented by a pair

(í>, (p) as in the following commutative diagram:

Afcx V—?->AkxQ

lxA IxA

Akx W-> AkxQxQ

1 xp 1 xp

Akx V—^AkxQ

where V is an open neighbourhood of M in M', A: A'-> Xx X is the diagonal

map, i.e. A(x) = (x, x), and IK is a neighbourhood of A(V) in Vx V. <p and 0
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must satisfy several additional properties : they must commute with projection on

the Afc factor, O must agree with 1 x 9 x 9 on Ak x (a neighbourhood of A{N) in

M' x M'), and the map

Afcx W-+A"x VxQ

given by

ft u, u') i-> ft u, pa<b{t, u, u'))

must satisfy the uniform mersion property with respect to Afc. The last condition

essentially says that O is a mersion on each fibre. Another such pair (0', <p')

determines the same ^-simplex if and only if $' agrees with 3> on A" x ft neigh-

bourhood of A{M) in M' x M'). Note that (O, cp) is actually determined by 3>.

Face operations are defined by restriction to a particular face. Each of the above

complexes is a Kan complex. If N= 0, we will omit the subscript 9.

Definition. The differential

d:JtlM,Q)^0tB{M,Q)

is defined as follows. Let/e F e Jíe{M, Q), say

/: A^x V->AkxQ.

Define <b: AkxVxV ^ AkxQxQ by <S>{t,u,u') = {t,p2f{t,u),p2f{t,u')). Then

define d{F) to be that ^-simplex of 3#g{M, Q) determined by O.

Definition. Two mersions//': K-> Q, where V is a neighbourhood of M in

M', such that /and/ agree with 6 on some neighbourhood of N, are regularly

homotopic relative to 9 if and only if 3 a mersion

F: Ix V^IxQ

satisfying the uniform mersion property with respect to / such that F{0, x) =/(x),

F{1, x)=f'{x), and F{t, x') = {t, Oft')) for all x e Fand for all x' e some neighbour-

hood of N.

Note that if/and/' are regularly homotopic relative to 9 then they determine

the vertices of some 1-simplex oïJie{M, Q). On the other hand, if/and/' determine

vertices of the same 1-simplex of JtB{M, Q) then the restrictions of/and/' to some

neighbourhood of M in M' are regularly homotopic relative to 9.

Definition. Two representations

(4>,9>), {$',?'): TM^TQ

are homotopic relative to 9 if and only if they determine the vertices of the same

1-simplex of @e{M, Q).

It is now clear that the two sets referred to in Theorem 2 are merely the path-

components of the complexes Jie{M, Q) and 8#e{M, Q).

We now give an idea of the proof. The result is firstly proven in the case where

M is obtained from N by adding handles of index <« (see §3 for the definition).
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Suppose that M0 is a submanifold of M such that M is obtained from M0 by adding

a handle and N<^M0. In §5 we prove that the inclusion map i: M0^M gives

rise to a Kan fibration i*: 0te(M, Q)^@e(M0, Q).

In §6, machinery is set up to enable us, in §7, to prove that if the handle added

to M0 to give M is of index < «, then the natural restriction

i*:Jie(M,Q)^Jie(M0,Q)

is a Kan fibration. Using these results together with Theorem 1 in the case M=Bm,

N= 0, which is proven in §4, we deduce, in §3, that the map d restricts to a homo-

topy equivalence on each fibre of the fibration induced by dBk xBm~k<^BkxBm~k,

i.e. that d:JÍ¿BkxBm-k,Q)-^0tf<BkxBm-k,Q) is a homotopy equivalence

when k<n, where r¡ is any mersion of a neighbourhood of dBkx Bm'k in Rn.

Looking at the exact sequences of the above two fibrations and connecting

them by d, we then have an inductive method for showing that d: Jie(M, Q)

-> ¿%0(M, Q) is a weak homotopy equivalence and hence a homotopy equivalence;

the induction being on the number of handles making up M—N. Details appear

in §3.

§8 considers the general case. Cl (M—N) is covered by coordinate patches,

each of which has a handle-body structure. The relative theorem is then essentially

applied to each of the patches in turn.

The present paper is the major part of my doctoral dissertation written at the

University of California at Los Angeles under the direction of Professor Robion

C. Kirby. I wish to express deep gratitude to Professor Kirby for his advice and

encouragement.

2. Preliminary results.

Lemma 3. Let K be a finite simplicial complex. Then a semisimplicial map

a: AT—> Jt B(M, Q) determines a mersion f: Kx V-+ Kx Q, where Vis a neighbour-

hood of M in M' such that f agrees with 1x6 on Kx (a neighbourhood of N in M')

and f satisfies the uniform mersion property with respect to K.

A similar result is valid if Jt'e(M, Q) is replaced by ¿%e(M, Q), f now being a

representation.

Outline of Proof. For the first case, choose representative mersions f„ of the

germ a(a) for every simplex a belonging to a sufficiently fine subdivision of K,

the subdivision being fine enough so that a(a) is a simplex of Jt\(M, Q). Since a

is semisimplicial, one can choose a small enough neighbourhood F of M in M'

(using finiteness of K) so that /„ and / agree on (a n t) x V. f is then defined by

gluing the/^'s together.

Lemma 4. Suppose that

f: XxMm-^XxQ"

satisfies the uniform mersion property with respect to X. Then for every (x, y)e XxM,
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the charts h and g in the definition of the above property can be chosen to satisfy

either of the following:

(i) for every f e U, flft,0) = ft, y);

(ii) for every ft, w) eUxR", p2g{£, w)=p2g{x, w) ifm^q.

Proof. Let {x, y) e Xx M be given.

(i) Let «': UxRm^UxM and g': UxRq-> UxQ be charts furnished by

the definition. Define the required charts by

Aft, z) = «'ft, z +/>2«' - Jft, >>)),       gft, w) = g'ft, w + Pp2h' - lft, jO),

where &7 : /?m -> R" is as before.

(ii) Let «' and g' be the charts furnished by (i), with U' being the corresponding

neighbourhood of x in X. Let h't: Rm -> M be the embedding given by h't{z)

=p2h'{£, z). Similarly define a mersion / and an embedding gj. We must choose

U, « and g such that for all f e U, gt=gx.

Replace U' by a smaller neighbourhood U so that if $ e U then gx{Bqy g'({R")

and g'({0) eg'x{Int B"). Now define h(: Bm -> M to be the composition

{g¡-yx)xi ___      «'{
5" B"xBn-'1 ^ R"xBn R" -+M.

Define g(=g'x: R" -> Ö- If we define g and « in the obvious way then they

satisfy (ii).

For the purpose of the following lemma, by a "basic" cube in Txl we will

mean a cube of the form /¡x ■ • • xlr + 1, where each /( is a closed subinterval of

/=[0, 1].

Lemma 5. Suppose that {Iu ..., Ik} is a collection of basic cubes covering I'xI.

Then 3 another collection {J1,...,Jl} of basic cubes such that {J,} covers I'xI,

such that if we set Kj = \Ji<iJi u ftxO) then for all j, J, n K, is aflat r-ball in

8Jj, and that for all j e {1,..., /}, 3 i e {1,..., k) so that J¡<^IX.

Proof. The proof is suggested by Figure 1.
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The following result is a consequence of Theorem 12-5 in May [7], the five-lemma,

and the exactness of the homotopy sequence of a fibration (Theorem 7.6 in May

[7]).

Lemma 6. Let p¡: Et-> B¡ (i—I, 2) be two fibrations and f: E1 ->■ E2 be a fibre

map, i.e. p2f=foPi for some map f0: Bx -> B2. Then any two of the following con-

ditions implies the third:

(i) /o restricts to a homotopy equivalence between the image ofp1 and that of p2 ;

(ii) fis a homotopy equivalence;

(iii) the restriction off to each fibre is a homotopy equivalence when considered

as a map from the fibre of Ex to the corresponding fibre of E2.

3. Proof of Theorem 1 when M— N is a handlebody.

Definition. A manifold Mm is said to be obtained from the manifold Nm by

adding a handle of index k or a k-handle if and only if 3 an embedding

A: 8BkxBm-k-+dN

such that M is obtained from the disjoint union of N and Bkx Bm~k by identifying

(x, y) e8BkxBm~k with A(x, y) e 8N.

We will say that M — N is a handlebody if 3 a sequence N= M0, Mx, ..., Mt = M,

with /^co, such that M¡ is obtained from Mt-x by adding a handle.

The proofs of Lemmas 7-9 below appear in later sections.

Lemma 7. 77ie map d: J/(Bm, Q) -+ 0t(Bm, Q) is a homotopy equivalence.

Now suppose that M0m is a submanifold of M such that M is obtained from

M0 by adding finitely many handles and such that N<^M0. Then the inclusion

/: M0 <^> M induces natural restriction maps

/*: 9tB{M, Q) -> @e(M0, Q)   and    /*: JtB(M, Q) -> J/B(M0, Q).

Lemma 8. /'*: âfB(M, Q) -> 3iB(M0, Q) is a fibration.

Lemma 9. i * : JtB(M, Q) -> J¿B(M0, Q) is a fibration ifM— M0 has no n-handles.

Lemma 10. d: Jt„(Bk xfi"-fc,0-> 0tn(Bk xBm~k, Q) is a homotopy equivalence

ifk<n, where -n is a mersion of a neighbourhood of dBk xBm~k.

Proof. (Cf. the lemma on p. 81 of [3].) We prove that

d:Jt(ôBkxBm~k + 1, Q)^ât(8BkxBm-k + 1, Q)

is a homotopy equivalence by induction on k, Lemma 10 being a consequence of

this proof. To start the induction at k=l, consider the following commutative

square :

d
Jt(8B1 x Bm, Q)-> ®(8BX x Bm, Q)

d
Jt(dBl x Bm, Q)-> 0l(8B\ x Bm, Q)
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where 8Bt denotes the collection of points of dBk whose last coordinate is non-

positive, a is the restriction map in each case. Note that 8B\ xBmisa subhandlebody

of dB1 x Bm. Hence by Lemmas 8 and 9, each of the maps a is a fibration. Now

apply Lemma 6. Condition (i) of Lemma 6 is satisfied by Lemma 7 since 8B\

x BmzsBm. Condition (iii) is satisfied, since the fibre of a is either Jiv{B° x Bm, Q)

or @n{B° x Bm, Q), i.e. either Ji{Bm, Q) or 3t{Bm, Q), since 8B°xBm=0. Condition

(iii) then follows from Lemma 7. Thus

d: J({8By x Bm, Q) -> ^{SB1 x Bm, Q)

is a homotopy equivalence.

Now inductively assume the result for k ^ 1, k < n. Thinking of dBk as the equator

of dBk + 1, i.e. the boundary of dBt+1, we can find a natural inclusion BBkxB1

cd/?1+1 as a neighbourhood of 8Bk. This gives rise to an inclusion dBkxBm~k+1

cdBl+1xBm-k. Consider the diagram

d
Jf{dBk + 1xBm~k, Q)->@{dBk + 1xBm-k, Q)

d
Jt{8Bk_+ 1xBm~k,Q)-> @{8B*i+ 1xBm~k,Q)

ß ß
*                      d *

J/{8BkxBm~k + 1, Q)->@{8BkxBm-k + 1, Q)

where a is the restriction as above and ß is the restriction induced by the inclusion.

Now 8Bk.+ 1xBm~k is obtained from 8BkxBm~k + 1 by adding a handle of index k,

so by Lemmas 8 and 9, ß is a fibration. By the induction hypothesis and by Lemma 7

respectively, the maps

d: Jt{8BkxBm~k + i, Q)->@{8BkxBm-k + 1, Q)

and
d: ^{8Bl+1x Bm~k, Q) -> @{8B1+1 x Bm~k, Q)

are homotopy equivalences. Hence by Lemma 6 the map d is a homotopy equiva-

lence on each fibre. But the fibres are isomorphic to J(n{Bkx Bm~k, Q) and

âtn{BkxBm-k, Q) so that

d: Jtn{BkxBm~k, Q)-+3ln{BkxBm-k, Q)

is a homotopy equivalence.

To complete the induction, apply Lemma 6 to the fibrations a, noting that

condition (i) is satisfied by Lemma 7 and condition (iii) by the reasoning above,

since the fibres are isomorphic to Jf,,{Bk xBm~k, Q) and @v{Bk xBm~k, Q).   ■

Proof of Theorem 1 in the case where M is obtained from N by adding handles.

Suppose inductively that

d: J^e{M0, Q) -> @e{M0, Q)
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is a homotopy equivalence and that M is obtained from M0 by adding a ^-handle.

The hypotheses of the theorem allow us to assume k < n, this fact being obvious

if m<q, and in the case m^q, we can find a handlebody decomposition oí M—N

containing no «-handles. Hence by Lemmas 8 and 9 the restrictions J/B(M, Q)

-> JtB(M0, Q) and S#e(M, Q) ->■ ¿%B(M0, Q) are fibrations. The fibres are iso-

morphic to Jtn(Bk x Bm~k, Q) and 0tn(Bk xBm~k, Q). Thus condition (iii) of Lemma

6 is satisfied by Lemma 10. Condition (i) is satisfied by hypothesis. Hence condition

(ii) of Lemma 6 is satisfied, i.e.

d: JtB(M, Q) -> mB(M, Q)

is a homotopy equivalence. This proves the theorem when M-N isa finite handle-

body. In the case where M—N requires a countable infinity of handles, the above

gives a projective system of homotopy equivalences. On taking the limit, we obtain

the required result, cf. Phillips [8, p. 203].

4. Proof of Theorem 1 when M = Bm. We may assume M' = Rn with Bm em-

bedded in the usual way. Let 0 denote the origin of Rn. Define Jt(0, Q) as before

but with M" = Rn rather than RQ. Let ^(ßj, Q) denote the germs of representations

taking the fibre over 0 in TBn to a fibre in TQ. Then there are natural restriction

maps p: Jt(Bm, Q)->J/(0, Q) and P: 9t{Bm, Q)^3t(B%, Q). We thus have a

commutative square

d
Jt(Bm, Q)-> @(Bm, Q)

P

Jt(0, Q) —^ ®(Bl, Q)

where d0 is induced by d. The following two lemmas show that p and p are homot-

opy equivalences. It is obvious that d0 is an isomorphism, so d must be a homot-

opy equivalence.

Lemma 11. p : Jt(Bm, Q) -> Jt(0, Q) is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. We will show that for all r, the homomorphism p*: Trr{Jt(Bm, Q))

—^ TTr(Jt(0, Q)) is an isomorphism, the result then following from May [7, Theorem

12-5].

p^ is surjective. Suppose given a: Sr^J/(0, Q), where a is a semisimplicial

map. Let

/: SrxU^SrxQ

be a mersion given by Lemma 3. We may assume that U is an open ball centred

at 0. Let V be a concentric ball of half the radius. Then 3 a natural homeomorphism

r:Rn-rU with  r|K=l.   Now /(l xr): SrxRn-+ Srx Q  determines  a  semi-

simplicial map ß: Sr'->■ Jt(Bm, Q). Since r\ V=l, pß = a. Thus /?* is surjective.

p* is infective. Suppose given a semisimplicial map a: Sr —> Jt(Bm, Q) such
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that pa is homotopic to a constant map. We must show that o¡ is homotopic to

a constant map. The construction of such a homotopy is similar to the construction

in the proof that p* is surjective, although it involves two steps rather than one.

Lemma 12. P: @{Bm, Q) -» @{Bl, Q) is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Define a homotopy inverse <j as follows: given fe Fe3t{Bô, Q), then

/: Ak x 0 x U -> Ak x Q x Q,

where U is a neighbourhood of 0 in B" and / is fibre-preserving, commutes with

projection onto Ak and is a mersion. Define the neighbourhood V of A{Bm) in

RnxRn by V={Jxe2Bn{x}x{x+U), where x+U={y e Rn/y-xe U}. Define

(D: A" x V-+ Ak x Q x Q by 4>ft x, y)=f{t, 0,y-x). Now set o{F) = [O], the germ

of O. Then pa = 1 and using contractibility of Bm, one readily shows that op ~ 1.

This completes the proof of Lemma 7.

5. Proof of Lemma 8.    We have the following lifting problem:

/rx0       H«_,   @e{M,Q)

H,y i*

Txl   'LA_, «.(A/o.0

Now by Lemma 3, h and H0 correspond respectively to representations

<p:l'xIxTU-+TQ   and   <D0: /rx0x TV-+ TQ,

where U and V are neighbourhoods in M ' of M0 and M. We may assume t/<= V,

and commutativity allows us to assume that <p and O0 agree on /r x 0 x TU. Then

we can combine <p and O0 to get a representation

0)': {IrxIxTU)v>{IrxQxTV)->TQ.

{VxlxTU) u (/rx0xTV) is a bundle over {I'xIxU) u {FxQx V). We wish

to extend $' to a representation $: Fxlx TV^ TQ. Now the inclusion map

(/r x /x [/) u (/r x 0 x V) ^> F x Ix V

is a homotopy equivalence. Let p be a homotopy inverse. Then the pull-back

under p of (/rxIx TU) u(/'x0x 7T) is TxIxTV. Let /J be the representation

covering p. Then set 0 = <!>'£.   |

6. The isotopy theorem.   In this section, we prove the following result.

Theorem 13. Suppose that f: PxN->ïrxQ satisfies the uniform mersion

property with respect to /r=[—1, l]r, where Nn and Q" are manifolds with n^q.

Suppose Mn is a compact submanifold o/Int N. Then 3e>0 and a map

H-.ePxN^eFxN
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such that:

(i) H is a homeomorphism commuting with projection on eIT ;

(ii) H\ePx8N=1;

(iii) for all (t, x) e e~Ir x M, p2f(t, x) =p2f(0,p2H(t, x)).

If we define a mersion/: N^Q by /(x) =p2f(t, x) and a homeomorphism

Ht: N->■ N by Ht(x)=p2H(t, x), then the above result says that for small enough

e the family of mersions {/ | M/t e eïr} can be realised by an isotopy {//,} of N

followed by/o, i.e./ | M=f0Ht\M. The value of this result is that in the next section

we will be able to replace consideration of a regular homotopy of mersions {/}

by consideration of an isotopy {Ht} of A'.

The above result corresponds to Lemma 3.1 in Phillips [8]. Since Phillips uses

the result that Emb (M, N) is an open subset of Horn (M, N), his proof does not

carry over to the PL or topological cases. The proof below uses a topological

result of Edwards and Kirby [2] concerning deformations of spaces of embeddings.

If the corresponding result in the PL case were true, then, just as in Edwards and

Kirby [2] one could deduce that PL„ were locally contractible. The author has

shown that local contractibility of both TOP„ and PL„ results in TOPn and PL„

being homotopy equivalent which is false, see Kirby and Siebenmann [11, p. 748].

Thus the PL result corresponding to the topological results of Edwards and Kirby

is false, so that the proof below is invalid in the PL case.

The proof requires several preliminary results.

Definition. Let C and V be subsets of Rn with C compact, V open and C<= V.

Let p be as before. Define Sv( V; Rn) = {f: V -* Rn/f is an embedding and p = pf}.

Let SP(V, C; Ä")={/e e¿V\ Rn)/f\C= I}.

Lemma 14. With V as above, let A be a compact submanifold of R", U an open

neighbourhood of A in R" such that U=A[Jd [8A x [0, 1)], B a compact subset of

Rn-Q, and W an open set in Rn'q containing B. Suppose that (Cl U) x (Cl W)<^ V.

Then given any neighbourhood 3. of the inclusion r¡: F^i?" in SJ^V; Rn), 3 a

neighbourhood 3P of r¡ and a deformation <p: 3PxI^>- 3 with <p0=l, yi&x-l)

<=¿¿V, AxB; Rn) and<p(/ t)\V-(Ux W)=f\V-(Ux W).

Proof. Since neighbourhoods of the form jV(K, ¿) = {fe SV(V; Rn)/for all xe K,

|/(x) —x| <e} are basic where A"runs through compact subsets of Fand e through

positive numbers, we may assume that 3 = Jf(K, e). Since A and B are compact,

we may assume that (Cl C/)x(Cl W) is compact. We may assume Cl U=A

u [8A x [0, 1]]. Define the map

D: (Cl U)x£p(V; Rn)^>£(W; Rn-q)

(where £(W; Rn~") is the space of embeddings) by Q.(x,f)(y) = p'f(x, y) for all

yeW, where p': Rn -> Rn~q is projection onto the last n-q factors. Let 2.' be the

e-neighbourhood of the inclusion map in £{W; Rn'q). By Edwards and Kirby [2]
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we can find a neighbourhood á2' of the inclusion in <${W; Rn~q) and a deformation

<p': ̂ 'xl^- J' such that <p'{g, 0)=g, <p'{g,t) agrees with g near dW, and

<p'{g, \)eS{W,B; Rn-q). We may suppose that 0>' is a 8-neighbourhood of the

inclusion. Let & be the neighbourhood J/~{K, 8) of -n in i9{V\ Rn). Define the

deformation <p: 3P x /-> â as follows. Let {fi t) eíPxI and (x, y) e V, where we

think of F as a subset of R" x Rn-q. Set

?{f Oft, y) = /ft, j) if (x, ̂ l/xif,
= (x, <p'{Q{x,f), t){y)) if (x,y)eAxW,

= ft, <p'("ft,/), (1 -s)t){y))   if x = ft', 5) e 8A x [0, 1],
and yeW.

Then a2 and <p satisfy the conditions of Lemma 14.

Lemma 15. Lemma 14 remains true if we replace S9{V; Rn) by Sj{V, D; R") and

Sv{V,AxB; Rn) by «fp(K, {A x B) u D; Rn) where Dn is a compact submanifold

ofiRn and {AxB)n D = Ax B'for some B'^Rn~q.

Proof. The proof of Lemma 14 carries over if one uses the relative theorem of

Edwards and Kirby to get <p'.

Lemma 16. Given any neighbourhood Ü of the inclusion r¡: K^> Rn, 3 a neighbour-

hood & of r, in êp{V; Rn) and a deformation y: SP x I ^ 2L of & into ê9{V, C; Rn);

V and C as above.

Proof. Thinking of Rn as the product R"xRn-q, we have, for all xeC 3 a

closed cube Cx x C'x where Cx is a closed ball in Rq and C'x is a closed ball in

Rn-q, such that x e (Int Cx)x (Int C'x) and CxxC'x^V. Now the collection

{(Int Cx) x (Int C'x)/x e C} is an open cover of C so 3 a finite subcover, say

{(Int Cj) x (Int C[),..., (Int Cr) x (Int C'r)}. Order the nonempty subsets ft,} of

{1,..., r} in such a way that a^aj => iâ/ Let s = 2r- 1. For all i=l,..., s define

compact subsets AT¡ of Rn~" inductively as follows. Kx should contain p|¡=i Cím

its interior and should satisfy ((J[= x C¡) x Ä^c V. Given ATlf..., .K¿_i, choose AT¡ to

satisfy :

(1) Ktn Kj=£ 0 for j<io at<=a¿, in which case Kt n K, = 8Kt n 8K¡;

(2) U {Kj/aj■ =>aj contains (~)jeai C'j in its interior;

{3){\JieaiC,)xK^V.

For convenience, we will abbreviate \Jk= 1 [{{Jjea¡ C¡) x Kt] to Uk. Using (2) one

can show that

C <=■  Ú Q x Q' c ^s-
i=i

Next, for all /= 1,..., j, choose open sets t/¡ in /?""* satisfying

(1) *=üi;
(2) if «¡drcüj and <x; d: «,, then i/,n U,= 0 ;

(3)(LUQ)x(Clt/()c^
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The deformation of the suitably chosen neighbourhood 3P will take j steps, the kth

step of which will be a deformation of a neighbourhood 3Pk of -n in &p(V, U"'1; Rn)

down into i9 (V, Uk; Rn), with the deformation taking place in é?'k.

Choose &', to be a neighbourhood of -q in <fp(K, U'-1; Rn) such that 0>'s^3.

Given a neighbourhood &>'k + 1 of -n in <?P(F, £/fc; Ä") such that ^tlcá choose

^¡. + 1 and ^'k as follows. Apply Lemma 15 with A=\Jje(Xk + 1 C¡, B = Kk + 1, D=Uk,

W= Uk + 1 and U a suitably small open neighbourhood of A in R" chosen so that

(Ux W) n (J {(Uie«i Cj)xKi/at<tak + 1 and ak+ 1 <£<*,}= 0. Lemma 15 gives us a

neighbourhood ^.+1 of 77 in $9(V, Uk; Rn) and a deformation of 3Pk+x in ^ + 1

down into &9(V, Uk + 1; Rn). Now if k>0, choose a neighbourhood 3P'k of 77 in

gjy, U"-1; Rn) such that ^tcá»+1.

Define the neighbourhood ^ to be ^. Then ^ is a neighbourhood of r¡ in

^p(F; Rn). The above gives us a sequence of deformations of & in j2 down into

i9(V, Us; Rn). But «rp(F, Us; R^^V, C; Rn), so that we have found the

required neighbourhood and deformation.

Proof of Theorem 13.    By Lemma 4(ii), for all xe N, 3ex > 0 and local charts

A: ejr xRn^ exIr x N,       g: exPxRq-+ ejr x Q,

with x g p2h(t x Rn) for all / g exP, A and g commuting with projection onto exP,

such that if (t, y) e exP x R", then p2g(t, y) =p2g(0, y), and

g-lfh = 1 x p: exP XÜ"-> exP X Rq.

By compactness of M we can cover M by finitely many open sets Ut where

U^ho.lR«),
ht,t:Rn-^N      (teeXtP)

being the embedding defined by ht¡i(y)=p2hi(t, y), where

A,: eXiPxRn^eXiPxN

is the chart corresponding to x, g TV.

Let £^minf e*,. Refine {U¡} to an open cover {FJ of M; each Vt being open in #

and Cl Vt<=- E/¡. We may choose s > 0 small enough so that for all t e eP,

We will inductively construct a cube

of embeddings, for t e eP, where W{ is a closed neighbourhood of U' = i (Cl V¡)

in N, satisfying H0l= 1 and/t//M=/0| W4, where/ is as before.

Star/ o//Ae induction (i=l). Choose W1'=U1 such that Cl F^Int Jf^ and set

Ht,i = htilh0-¡l\W1. Then /70,i = l and /A.i=/A.i«o".Í=gifA¿",i=/0, where g,:

i?" -> Ö is the embedding so that

lxgi:eXiPxRq-+eXlPxQ

is the g given to us by Lemma 4(ii).
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Continuation of the induction. Suppose we are given Wt and Hti. We will

construct Wi + 1 and Ht-i + 1.

Let Xi + 1 and Y(+1 be open sets satisfying Cl Fi+1<= yi + 1cCl Yi + 1<^Xi + 1

<=C1 If+1c[/i+1, and let W/ and W" be closed sets satisfying Uj=iClKy

e=Int W'tc W'^lnt W"<^ W"c:lnt W{. Set Wi + 1= W( u (Cl y1 + 1). If e is chosen

small enough, then HtA{Wi n Cl Zi + 1)c«(>i + 1{Rn).

Consider the open set Zl = h0~¡¡+1{lnt Wt n Xj + 1)<=jRn. The composition

«t7¡+i//M«o,i + i gives another embedding of Z¡ in Rn. Moreover, on Z¡, we have

IP = i>Ki\lHt,lh0,i + l,

by use of the inductive hypothesis. Thus At7i1+1//tt,«0>t + i|ZJ e<?p(Z{;/?"). Note

that when t = 0, this embedding is just the inclusion, so if we let C¡ denote a com-

pact set in Rn containing «ó",í+i(Cl Yi + Ín W¡) in its interior and contained in

Z(*=Aë,i+i(Int 1*7 n Xi + 1), Lemma 16 allows us to pick e so small that the cube

of embeddings {ht^+1HUih0ji + 1 \ Z¡/t e eF) deforms into S9{ZU C¡; Rn). Moreover

this deformation can be chosen to leave the cube alone on Zi—Z"i. Let the end

product of the deformation of «(7i1+1/7M«o,i + i|Zi be denoted by h~u+1: Zt->/?".

Then

(1) fhtt + 1=hrwl\1Ht,ih0,i+i onZi-Z";

(2) ÂM + 1 = 1 on Cf;

(3) fp = phtti + 1;

(4)Ä0ti + 1 = l;

(5) the embeddings h~tii + ! vary continuously with respect to t.

Now W" n Cl Yi + 1- Int W[ is a closed set contained in the open set Int Wt

n Xi + 1. Hence by (4) and (5), if e is small enough, we have

hS.Ki(W! n Cl ri + 1-Int W[) c Â^fZ,).

Define Hul + 1 as follows. Let x e Wi+1. Then

HtJ + 1{x) = HUx) ifxeW?,

= ffMA0>j + ft^ fto,^ ,{x)   if x 6 »7 n Cl F<+j - Int »7,

= Aw+iAoi+ ift) if x e Cl Fi+1 - Int W¡.

One can readily check that the union of the above three subdomains is Wi + 1.

One can also check that Htt +1 is a well-defined mersion (hence an embedding for

sufficiently small e), that H0,i + 1=í and thatftHt>i + 1=f0\Wi + 1.

This completes the inductive construction of the cube Hti. We thus have a

cube of embeddings

Ht: W->N      {tee!'),

where If is a closed neighbourhood of M in N, satisfying H0 = 1 and ftHt=f0\ W.

Since only a finite number of adjustments were made to e, we still have e>0.

By continuity of the cube with respect to t and since H0 — 1, we may assume e > 0

so small that M^Ht{W). Now define Ht: M-> N by Ht{x) = Hf1{x). If e is small

enough then Ht{M) n 8N= 0. Now extend the isotopy {Ht} above to a cube of
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i*

homeomorphisms Ht:N-+N so that Ht\8N=l, using the Isotopy Extension

Theorem of Edwards and Kirby [2]. The required homeomorphism is then given

hyH(t,x) = (t,Ht(x)).   ■

7. Proof of the fibration lemma for mersions. It suffices to consider the case

where M—M0 is a single /c-handle, k<n, as this then enables us to prove the

result by induction. We thus have the following lifting problem:

FxO _Ho    „  J([BkxBn-k, Q)

I'xl L_h-, JT((B* _ £ Int jjfc) x Bm~k, Q)

By Lemma 3, A may be thought of as a cube, AtiS: (3Bk-\ Int Bk)x4Bn~k

-> Q((t, s)elrx I), of mersions, where we take (3Bk-\ Int Bk) x 4Bn~k to be the

abstract regular neighbourhood of (Bk—f Int Bk) xBm~k furnished by the definition

of JtB(M, Q). Similarly H may be thought of as a cube

Hty.3Bkx4Bn~k^Q       ((t,s)elrxl)

of mersions. Our task is to extend ht¡s\(2Bk — f Int Bk)x2Bn~k to Ht¡t given Ht¡0.

We may assume that

At>0|(25fc-i Int Bk) x 2Bn-k = Hh0\(2Bk-$ Int Bk) x 2Bn~k,

by commutativity of the above square.

The major difficulty to be overcome is illustrated by the following example,

which also shows the necessity of the hypothesis k < n.

Example. Take r = 0, m = k, q=2, Q = R2. Let H0 be the standard embedding

of 3B2 in R2 and hs be the regular homotopy which fixes points below the x-axis

and drags (0, 1) linearly along the y-axis to (0, —1), see Figure 2. We see that

there will be no difficulty extending As|(252 — J Int B2) to Hs when ¿<f, but

A2;3 cannot even be extended to a mersion let alone one which would make Hs a

regular homotopy.

The above example can be adapted to give a regular homotopy of submersions

of an open annulus in R1: merely take the interior of the above annulus and

project the various stages in Figure 2 onto the j-axis. Again there will be trouble

when s=2/3.

We precede the proof of Lemma 9 by an outline of it.

Using the compactness of Irxl and Theorem 13 above, we will reduce our

consideration to the case where Condition (*) is satisfied.

Condition (*). 3t0e Ir such that if (t, s)e Irx I, then

AM[(2£fc-i Int Bk) x 2B"-k] <= Aio>0[(3 Int Bk-\Bk) x 3 Int Bn~k],
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Figure 2

and 3 a cube

giiS : (2Bk - J Int Bk) x 2Bn " k -» (3 Int Bk - ^Bk) x3lntBn~k

of embeddings such that g¡0i0 = 1 and for all (t, s) e V x I,

hto.ogt.s = ht,s(2Bk-$lntBk)x2B"-k.

We will assume t0 = 0.

Condition (*) says that the cube AijS of mersions can be realised by composing

a cube of embeddings in M with the mersion A00. Thereafter we will work with the

cube g(>s of embeddings rather than the mersions A(s. We will define Ht s to be

Ht,o on \Bkx2Bn~k. We would like to be able to define Hls on

ßBk-$lntBk)x2Bn-k

to be just Ht¡0gt,s, but this does not overcome the difficulty of the example above.

It is here that the hypothesis k < n comes to our rescue, for in this case the factor

4Bn~k contains a line. Lemma 18 below will allow us to "push \8Bkx4Bn~k out

of the way" along this line during the interval s e [0, •]. This would correspond to

lifting a circle in the annulus of Figure 2 up out of the plane. While this push is

being carried out, we essentially use gis to extend Hts (s^e) over (%Bk—% Int Bk)

x2Bn'k. Ht>e will then be in the "good position" of Haefliger and Poenaru; in

fact we will have pushed \8Bkx2Bn~k out into 2Bkx{4Bn-k-3Bn~k). For s^e,
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we will define Ht,s to be HUe on {\Bk-\ Int Bk)x2Bn~k and on {%Bk-$Int Bk)

x2Bn'k we will essentially just extend gt¡s to a cube of homeomorphisms on

3Bk x 3B"~k which fix the boundary and then see what the cube does to Ht¡e.

Proof that the truth of Lemma 9 under Condition (*) implies Lemma 9 in the

general case. For all ft s) e F x I, choose a basic closed cube /tj„ a neighbourhood

of ft s) in F x I, as follows. Since the closed set {2Bk — j Int Bk) x 2Bn'kis contained

in the open set (3 Int Bk — \Bk) x 3 Int Bn ~k, we can choose /is so small that if

ft, a) and ft', a') e IUs, then

hx,a[{2Bk-ilnt Bk)x2Bn~k] <= «t,>(,,[(3 Int Bk-\Bk)x 3 Int Bn~k].

Let Fand Wbe two compact submanifolds of the interior of {3Bk - \Bk) x 3Bn~k

such that

{2Bk-\ Int Bk) x 2Bn~k <= Int V c 1/ c int IF.

Then by Theorem 13, if IUs is small enough, we can find a cube of homeomorphisms

gUs,z¡a: {3Bk-ilntBk)x3B"-k^{3Bk-iïntBk)x3Bn-k such that ft,s>M=l,

gt,s,z,A8[{3Bk-±IntBk)x3Bn-k] = \, «,,,&,.,,,,=«,,, ón W, and

ft...^*"-* Int Bk) x 25""*] c V <= gtiS¡z,a{W),

for all (t, ct) g /(>s.

Now the collection {Int It,s/{t, s)e Fx 1} is an open cover of F x I. Let

{/i,..., /J denote the closures of the members of a finite subcover. Let {Jlf...,//}

denote another cover given to us by Lemma 5. Let K} be as in Lemma 5. Extend

htyS to Hts over each of the cubes J¡ in order thus: suppose «(>s has been extended to

Hts for ft s) e Kj ft'^ 1). Since /, n K¡ is an /•-ball in d/;, ^ can be thought of as a

homeomorphism of Fxl with 7yn K¡ as the "floor" /rx0. It suffices to verify

Condition (*). Let ft s) eJ¡ n Kf denote the point corresponding to (0, 0) under

the above identification. 3 / so that J¡<=- /¡, and /¡ was the neighbourhood correspond-

ing to ft, st) in the cube. Then

«,,ff[(2ßfc-i Int Bk) x 2Bn~k] c «ts[(3 Int Bk-\Bk) x 3 Int Bn~k]

for all (t, a) eJjCiu so that the first part of Condition (*) is satisfied. One may

check that the remaining parts are satisfied if the cube of homeomorphisms

gzy. {3Bk-\ Int Bk) x 3Bn~k -> {3Bk-\ Int Bk) x 3Bn~k

is defined by gz,a=gt~iX,t,sgt,,s„i,o-   ■

We will therefore assume Condition (*).

Lemma 17. Let Mm be a manifold with C a compact subset of M so that C n 8M

= 0, and U a neighbourhood of C in M. Suppose given a cube ats: [/->- M of em-

beddings of U in M, ft s) e F x I, and a cube ßti0 : M -> M of homeomorphisms such

that ßti0\8M=l and at0 = ßt0\C. Then we can extend the cube ßti0 to a cube ßt,s:

M'-> M of homeomorphisms such that ßtiS\8M= 1 and at>s=/?t>s|C.
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Proof. By the Isotopy Extension Theorem, Edwards and Kirby [2] we can

extend at,s|C to a cube yty. M-> M of homeomorphisms such that ytxS\8M=l.

Define the required /3ts by ßt.s = yt.sYt~oßt.o-   ■

Lemma 18 (cf. Haefliger and Poenaru). Under Condition (*), 3 e>0, an

arbitrarily small neighbourhood U of(2Bk-§ Int Bk) x2Bn~k in 2Bk x2Bn~k and a

cube

/,s : (3Bk - i Int Bk) x 3Bn - k -> (3Bk - \ Int Bk) x3Bn~k

of homeomorphisms, (t, s)elrx [0, e], fixing 8[(3Bk-\ Int Bk) x 3Bn~k] satisfying:

(0 ft.s=gt.s on (2Bk-i Int Bk)x2B«~k;

(ü) h0,0ft¡0\U=Ht¡0\U;

(iii) /,s=/,o o« the frontier of U in 2Bk x 2Bn~k.

Proof. Take £/ to be any neighbourhood of (2Bk - f Int Bk) x 2Bn " k in (2Bk - %Bk)

x2Bn~k such that the closure of U is a submanifold with boundary. Now g(i0 is

defined on U and is a cube of embeddings of U in (3 Int Bk-\Bk)x 3 Int Bn~k.

Thus by the Isotopy Extension Theorem, 3 a cube of homeomorphisms

yt: (3Bk-\ Int £fc) x 3^"-* -> (3ßk-i Int Bk) x 3Bn~k

such that 7i=gi,o on t/ and yt= 1 on the boundary.

Now let F be a compact manifold in the interior of (3Bk — \Bk) x3Bn~k which is

a neighbourhood of (2Bk — J Int -ß*) x 2i?n"'c containing U, with the frontier of U

in 2Bkx2Bn~k contained in 8V. Now on (2ßfc-| Int Bk)x2Bn~k, yf1gt.o=l-

Hence 3 £>0 so that yt-1gttS[(2Bk-^lnt Bk)x2Bn-k]^V when sáe. Thus we

may apply Lemma 17 to extend lv and yt~ 1g(,s|(2fifc-f Int Bk)x2Bn~k to a cube

of homeomorphisms 8(s: K->- V,s^e, with 8is|3F=l. Finally, define/(>s(i^e) by

/«.•(*) = ytSt,,(jc)   if x g F,

= y((x) ifx^K        ■

Remark 1. Since/S|3= 1, we can extend /M to a cube of homeomorphisms on

(3Bk — % Int Bk) x 4Bn~k, by defining them to be 1 on the added domain. We will

assume/(>s to be so extended.

Remark 2. For simplicity of notation, we may take U=(2Bk - % Int Bk) x 2Bn ~ k.

The "pushing" of \8Bk x 2Bn~k requires the map

«:[0,*]xri,2]x[-2,2]-*[-2,4]

defined by

a(s,x,y) = y+(i-^\2x-l\)-e(^-^   if x Z \,

.,     .2
=y i{x = 3

Note that a(0, x, jO = a(x, f, y)=a(s, $, y)=y and a|{e} x {|} x [-2, 2] takes [-2, 2]

linearly to [3, 4].
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Thinking of B' as the /-fold product of [-1, l]and letting |x|=max{|x1|,..., |x¡|}

when x=fti,..., x,) e B', we may define

ß: [0, e] x {2Bk-\ Int Bk) x 2Bn~k -> (25*- J Int Bk) x 4Bn~k

byß{s, x, (>>!,.. .,yn-k))={x, ftft, \x\,yx),y2,.. .,yn-k)). It is here that we require

the hypothesis k < n.

HUs may now be defined for s ^ e as follows :

HUa{z) = h0,0fß{s, z)   if z e {2Bk - i Int £*) x 25" " k,

=//t,oft) if z£^ßfcx2Än-fc.

One can readily check that Hti, so defined is well-defined and is a regular homotopy.

Now that we have put Hte into a "good position", we can extend to Hts {s^e)

as in Haefliger and Poenaru. The Isotopy Extension Theorem allows us to extend

the isotopy {gt¡s} given by Condition (*) to a cube of homeomorphisms {G\s} of

{3Bk - \ Int Bk) x4Bn-k such that (?M| {3Bk - i Int Bk) x {4Bn ~ * - 35" " ") = 1. Define

HttS{z) = h0,0GtJ{e, z)   if ze {2Bk-^ Int £*) x 2Bn~k,

= HtiC{z) if ze\Bkx2Bn~k.

It is readily checked that Hts so defined satisfies the conditions required of it.

This completes the proof of Lemma 9.

8. Proof of Theorem 1 in the general case. We start with an outline of the proof.

If Cl {M—N) is compact, then we can cover it by finitely many coordinate patches.

Each of these patches can be given a handlebody structure, but those structures on

overlapping patches may not agree: this is why we cannot use the handlebody case.

Instead, we apply the relative handlebody case to each coordinate patch in turn.

If Cl {M—N) is not compact, we divide it into a countable increasing union of

compact sets such that any set is contained in the interior of its successors, and then

apply the previous case to each of these in turn.

On setting K=S", L= 0, respectively K=BP+1, L=SP in the following lemma,

we get that

4: Trv{Jta{M, Q))->np{âte{M, 0)

is surjective, respectively injective. Thus by Theorem 12.5 in May [7], dis a homo-

topy equivalence. In the lemma, we assume M, N, M ', Q and 9 are as in Theorem 1.

Lemma 19. Suppose given a finite simplicial complex K, a subcomplex L and

simplicial maps a: L->JiB{M, Q) and ß: K->£%e{M, Q) so that da^ß\L. Then

we can extend a to y. K-*JtB{M, Q) such that dy^ß.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case where Kisa /»-ball Bp and L is its boundary

S" ~1, p ^ 0 {S ~1 = 0 ), as this will give us an inductive method for extending a

over the p-skeleton of K—L.
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By Lemma 3, a and ß correspond respectively to /: S""1 x f/-> Sp_1 x Q and

g: Bpx W-+B"x Qx Q,f and g satisfying the usual conditions, U a neighbourhood

of M in M' and W a neighbourhood of A(U) in M'x M'. Since da^ß\Sp~'i, we

may assume that {/and Ware so small that df^g over S"'1, say by g(, with g0=g,

gi=df Our task is to extend/and 6 to a mersion/: 5" x V^~ Bp x Q, Fa possibly

smalle» neighbourhood of M in M ' and / satisfying the usual properties, with

dfeg.
Case I. Suppose firstly that Cl (M-N) is compact. Let {{/¡} be a finite cover

of Cl(M-TV) by open sets, each homeomorphic to Rn, and U^U. Refine {í/¡}

to another open cover {F(} with Cl Vtc £/¡. Assume Cl F¡ is compact. We will in-

ductively construct maps

fi:B"xWt^-BpxQ

satisfying the usual conditions, with fF¡<= U and with W¡= Wt u P, being a neigh-

bourhood of [Jj¿i (Cl Fy) u N for some finite set P(./¡ will agree with/on 5P_1

x Wi, and ¿//î^g by a homotopy gM such that g0.i=g and g1,i=dfi over IF¡.

Starí o//Ae induction. The induction starts trivially at i'=0.

Continuation of the induction. Suppose/(_i, If(_i and P¡_i have already been

constructed. Give Ut a handlebody structure in such a way that every handle

meeting a neighbourhood of (Cl Ft) n [|J,<f (Cl V}) u TV] lies in Int JrV(.lt that

these handles are chosen first and these are then followed by handles meeting

(Cl F¡)-[Uj<í (Cl Vj) u N]. Let % denote the union of the first handles above.

Now %i is a manifold with boundary and is a neighbourhood of

(Cl FOnfy (C1F,)U7V].

Hence by Brown [1, Theorem 2], 8%t is collared. Thus we can find another handle-

body Xl such that % is also a neighbourhood of (Cl F,) n [Ui<( (Cl Fy) u TV],

Â*/ is abstractly the same handlebody as St{ and ^ = X¡ u SÍ,' x [0, 2], with

x g 8%¡ identified with (x, 0) e 8X[ x [0, 2]. To obtain ft[, merely push .?, along the

collar of 8Hi a bit. Now alter the handlebody structure on Ut a bit so that %( is

a subhandlebody instead of Xt. Let Xt denote the union of those handles which

either lie in ^P/ or meet Cl F¡ and have index < n. Let Xt denote the union of all

handles, in this new structure, which meet Cl Ff. We will define / on Xt, there

being a natural extension over all of Xt minus the centres of the «-handles. Pt will

then be the union of P¡_! with the centres of the above «-handles.

Define a new representation over t/,,

g' : Bp x [W n (Ut x £/,)] -► Bp x Q x Q

as follows: Over Ui-Xt, set g'=g. Over # u 8X¡x[0, 1], set g'=^,_i, and if

(y, t) e 8% x [1, 2], x g B" and zeM' are such that

(x,(y,t),z)eB"x[Wn(UlxUi)l
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set g'{x, {y, t), z)=g2-i,i-ift, ft, 0, z)- Define the homotopy g's over Sp 1 with

g'0=g' and g[ = df g's constantly df=dfl_1 over S""1 x [1/ u dX¡ x [0, 1]-P(_X]

thus: g's=gs over l/j—jfj, and if (x, ft, í)> z) is as above, then

g'Áx, {y, t), z) = g(2-i)(i-s)+s,i-ift, ft, 0, z)-

Now/and g' determine maps a¡ and ßt from S"'1 and ßp to ^f^^Xf—Pi-^ Q)

and Sif^^Xi—Pi-!, Q) respectively, g's giving a homotopy between dat and

^i|5,p-1. By using that part of Theorem 1 already proven, we can extend a¡ to

yi:B*-*J(hrl{Xi-Pi-í, Q)

so that dyz~ßi. Lemma 3 now provides a mersion

f:BpxW[^BpxQ

satisfying the usual conditions and a homotopy from g' to dfi. Moreover, f and

the homotopy agree with/.j on a neighbourhood of %(—Pt-i, so that they

extend over a neighbourhood W¡ of [A'u (J;<i (Cl V,) u ivj]-/>i_1. Clearly g is

homotopic to g' by a homotopy which leaves g alone over Ut —Xt. Thus gS^i

over t/j and hence over W¡. This completes the induction, so we have a map

/: BpxV^- Bpx Q satisfying the usual conditions, where KuPis a neighbour-

hood of M in M' for some finite set P, and a homotopy gt from g to dfi We may

actually assume that/and gt are defined over Bp — \ Int 5P rather than just S""1

by a natural radial extension, and that/agrees with/there.

After deleting points of P as necessary, PcCl{M-N)-N. Run disjoint arcs

through M—N out into M' — M such that each point of P lies on one of these

arcs. These arcs have trivial normal bundles which may also be taken to be dis-

joint and to miss N. Now define an isotopy «¡: V—>V, where V=VuP as

follows: «o=L «i(F)c V, «,= 1 off the union of the above bundles, and «t pushes

along the normal bundles. Now define/: Bp x F->- Bp x Q by

Rx,y) =/{x,h2a_M){y))   if |x| ä |,

= /ft,«i(>0) if M Si.

Note that if x e S""S then/ft, >>) =/(x, >>) =/(x, >>). Define gt: BpxTV^Bpx TQ

by

gift, y, z) = g{x, h2t{y), z) if |x| ^ i and t+ |x| ^ 1 or

if |*| S i and t ¿ £,

= £«+i*i-i>fl*i(*.Aaa-i*i)O0»z)   if 1*1 ̂ i and t+\x\ ^ 1,

= #2(-ift, h{y),z) if |x| ^ i and í ^ i.

Then g0=g and g1 = df. This completes Case I.

Case II. If C1(M-A0 is not compact, express it as the union of countably

many compact sets {M(} such that for all /, M^lnt Mi+1. The first part of Case I
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tells us how to find a mersion /j : BpxUl^- B"x Q, Ux u Px being a neighbour-

hood of N u Mi in M' for some finite set Py such that/j extends/and the mersion

6 of a neighbourhood of N, and a homotopy g(il: Bp x TU1 ->- B"xTQ from g to

rf/i- Now suppose that/ ^iFxi/^^Fxßand gM ̂ : BpxTUi^1-> BpxTQ

have been defined, t/t_t u/1^, being a neighbourhood of Nu M¡_i in M' for

some finite set Pj_!. Then the first part of Case I enables us to extend/_! and

gt.i-u restricted to some smaller set if necessary, to/ and gM. Continuing thus,

we obtain a mersion fx: BpxUm -> B"x Q and a homotopy g(,x: BpxTU«,

-> Bpx TQ satisfying the required conditions, where £/«, U Pœ is a neighbourhood

of Ur=i Mi \J N, i.e. of M, in M'; Px being some countable set. Thus it remains

to extend /„ and gi>00 over the set Px. We proceed as in the second part of Case I.

Suppose xePm. If x is in a component of Cl (M—N) — N whose closure in M is

compact, then join x to M' - M by an arc ttx: [0, 1) -> M' — N. If not, then the

following lemma allows us to find a proper arc tt*: [0, l)-> M-Nso that 7^(0)=x

and {Cl ttx[0, 1)} n N= 0. The arcs tt* may be taken to be disjoint, so that they

have disjoint neighbourhoods. Now proceed exactly as in Case I, constructing an

isotopy which pushes i/» u Px along the arcs ttx into i/OT.

Lemma 20. Suppose Mm is a manifold and N is a closed subset of M with M—N

a connected set having noncompact closure. Then 3 a proper arc -n: [0, 1) -> M so

that {C1tt[0, l)}nN=0.

Proof. Choose an open neighbourhood U of N in M so that M— U is connected

and Cl (M — U) is noncompact. To ensure that M — U is connected, we may join

the components of M— U by arcs in M—N if necessary and then delete the union

of such arcs from U. Let F be another such neighbourhood whose closure lies in

U. Using separability, cover M—Cl U by countably many open discs. ("Open

disc" here means a homeomorph of Int Bm, the "centre" being some distinguished

point of the disc.) Add to this collection countably many discs whose centres lie on

(Cl U)—U and which lie in M— Cl F. By paracompactness, alter the cover if

necessary so that no compact subset of M— V meets more than finitely many of

of the discs. If the closure in M of any of these discs is noncompact, then a radial

arc in such a disc will satisfy the requirements. Thus we may assume that each

disc has compact closure in M.

Choose a disc Cx from the collection and define {C¡} inductively as follows.

Given C|_i, let C, denote the union of those discs in the collection which have

not yet been chosen and which meet C^. Run arcs from the centre of C1 to the

centres of each of the discs comprising C2 such that each of the arcs lies entirely

inside the two discs whose centres it joins. Continue this process inductively as

follows. Suppose arcs have been constructed to the centres of the discs comprising

Ci-!. Then for each pair of discs, one in C4_i and the other in C¡, which have a

nonempty intersection, construct arcs between their centres, the arcs lying inside

the union of the discs. Denote by A the collection of such arcs.
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By Connectivity of M—U, each disc appears as part of Ct for some /'. Indeed,

such a disc can be connected to Cx by an arc between their centres. But this arc is

compact, so it meets only finitely many of the discs, say « of them. Then certainly

the disc is in C¡ for some i£n.

By noncompactness of M—U and compactness of the closures of each of the

discs, we have that for all n,Cn^ 0. Thus for all «, 3 an arc made up of« segments,

i.e. extending into Cn. Define the arc -n inductively as follows. w(0) = centre of d.

Suppose 7r|[0, 1 — 1/«] has been defined for some «2:1, with n{\ — 1/«) the centre

of some disc in Cn, so that for all i>«, 3 an arc in A passing through tt(1 — 1/«)

and continuing to C¡. Now Cn + 1 will have only finitely many discs meeting the

disc centred at tt(1 — 1/«) since the closure of this disc is compact and any compact

set meets only finitely many of the discs. Thus at least one of these discs will contain

arcs of A which proceed arbitrarily far, i.e. to C¡ for arbitrary />«. Then define

•77(1 —1/(«+1)) to be the centre of such a disc in Cn + 1, and let ir\ [1 — 1/«, 1 - 1/ft +1)]

be that arc of A joining the two points.
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